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      THE PRODUCTION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS 
            OF LITHIUM FLUORIDE.
                 Ry Rvo Klv,\v:1 and Seusesu)\Irnwruen. 
                          lotroduction. 
    It is well known that cr}'stallinc lithium fluoride transmits further into ultra-
violet than anv other known substance and as clearly as fluorite in the region of 
I-~6/s wave length of infrared and is water-proof better than rock-salt or sylvinc 
and is applied extensively- to spectrum analysis. As there is no appearance of 
lithium fluoride in nab_tre, a number of investigators'-" prepared the compomd 
and crystallized it from the melt in the laboratory. D. L. Stockbargernt prepared 
lit':iunt lhtoride from lithinm carbonate and fluoric acid and crystallized it by the 
modification of the P. \V. Rridgman" method of lowering a pointed bottom crucible 
along tlrc axis of a vertical tabular furnace and prepared crystalline lithium fleoride 
of 3 inches in diameter. 
   'The authors prepared lithium fluoride by the double decomposition between 
lithium chloride and annuonium fluoride and Cragsparen[, colourless single crystals 
smaller by about.2 cm in diameter, 1 cm in height than the platinum vessel from 
the salt by retreating the modification of the you S. Kyropoulos"-' scheme in which 
the large siugle crystal grown from a seed in a melt is slowly raised. Some of 
the physical properties, of the crystal obtained in their laboratory are tested. 
                  Preparation of lithium fluoride. 
   It is the most important aim of this experiment to prepare economically 
lithium fluoride as pure as possible from chemicals, for example lithinm chloride 
and ammonium fluoride made in Japan. The water solution of lithium chloride 
is acidified with hgdroch!oiic acid and neutralizcdwith ammoniac. The clear solu-
tion through these. steps is warmed and reacted-by powing the saturetcd water 
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suhrtion ..f cyuivalcnt ammonium Ilnoride in a plastic vessel with violent stirring. 
'1"ire precipitate of lithium Ihgrridc is sul>.vatcd from comparably sroluble fluoride 
of the impwities with a plastic filter and mashed several times u•iHr warm water 
and finally dried oa a plastic plate. The yield is about 7:1-+.30 °,o. 
                    Crystallization method. 
   Lithium fluoride prepared above described is heated at a temperature slightly 
above the melting point (3-42°C) ina platinum vessel of IOcm diameter and 7cm 
height and cooled slue•iy for about 3# hours. The melted xdt is opaque as a 
whole, but a gathering of transparent, small singe crystals. One of them is set 
on a chrome-steel holder with a hater cooler as a seed and dipped in the melt 
}which is kept about 050°C at the surface and the growing rate is-~O.Crcm in dia-
meter perhoar. .The crys4rl grown till the peimitterl lianreter.df the pl.dinum 
vessel is raised gradually :}t the rate of--O.n cm in height per hour.. 
    The growing rate of the ttpstrdijzalio:r is dependent on a cert.rin degree of 
pu}ity.o( the s:dl. It may. be uece~sary to make the rate slow or repeat llre cry-
stallization above descritxd, in tlrc case of the growing crystal tends to he opa•.]ue. 
                       Clarity and strains. 
   .'ihe crystal can be cut io a cubic along cleavage as shown in photograph 
Ao. 1. Photo;?rnph Vo. ?shores the ays4il-of+7 cm diameter (I), cut i~.r two along 
cleavage (4) and polished surfaces of cleavage (3). The crystals prepared have, 
of course, .the cylindrird shape, not the geometrical form characteristic of the 
crystalline spsteul. 
   Light scattering of the cryshd results mainly (lour the impurities of chemicals, 
first from the smrourding in each step and hydrolysis o[ lithium fluoride and 
faulty growing conditions. "I'he crystal is classified into tlvee kinds by the internal 
light scattering. (a) Scattering is riot seen. (b) The centres of scattering are 
disseminated in the colloidal state. (c) The centres of scattering are large and 
disseminated slr:usely. The appearance of the cases of (b) and (c) is seen lightly 
coloured in the daylight. When the growing rate is too quick, or the melt is a[ 
too high temperature, the crystal sudt as (b) or (c) is obtained, although the salt 
of the same pwity is used. These crystals return to the uyst111ization course at 
the specified conditions. 
    The internal strains of the crystal annealed for about 1.2 hours are not seen 
entirely.
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a melt or lowering its viscosity. 
    (4) Let a crystalgrow from only a seed of a single crystll. 
    (fi) The temperahue difference behveen a seed and a melt is over the de-
finite value. That is, the growing raft is below the definite value. 
    (G) The volume of a melt decreases at the crystallisation, therefore, the rash 
growing rate of the cr}•stalllzatloa generates the growth of sm~dl vacant spaces in 
a crystll. 
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                                    Plwtograplt No.3 
    Yhotog~aph No. 3 sho«s the (act distinguished. clearly behveen the part of 
the singe crystal. grown from a seed and the radially cracked part grown front 
the edge of the holder of the seed. The hvo parts disagree with thu temperature 
distribution, or the growing mte. 
    (7) A furnace must behoused nearly completely to separate air from a melt 
and sealed from evolved gases, 
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